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Find the numbered checkpoints, following
the suggested order.The start/finish is the camp
office where you can check your answers on the
display map

Course 1. 1km > - 41 - 42 - 43 - 44 - 45 - 46
Course 2: 2.2km > - 46 - 45 - 53 - 54 - 55 - 57 -

- 58 - 59 - 50
Course 3: 3km > - 67 - 69 - 79 - 89 - 96 - 95 -

- 84 - 83 - 78 - 71 - 48
Course 4: 5.5km > 76 - 50 - 67 - 71 - 95 - 93 -

-92 - 81 - 75 - 69 - 57 - 53 - 45
Rogaine (Score event): Set a time limit
and see how many checkpoints you can
find - in any order.
Make up your own course!
Scenic Points 66, 64, 97, 89 are worth the effort!

CHECKPOINT DESCRIPTIONS

Code Feature 41
Sign post

42 Building post
43 Building corner
44 Track end
45 Steps
46 Fence corner
50 Fence corner
53 Track junction
54 Track junction
55 Bridge end
57 Post
58 Pole
59 Fence
62 Post
63 Steps
64 Seat
66 Tree
67 Track end

Code Feature
69 Track end
71 Building
75 Steps
76 Cliff base
77 Building
78 Fence end
79 Picnic table
81 Fence corner
82 Tree stump (tidal)
83 Retaining wall
84 Rocks
89 Fence post
90 Sign
92 Track end
93 Sign
95 Fence post
96 Fence post
97 Seat

WHAT IS ORIENTEERING

Orienteering is both a sport and a recreational
activity which can be enjoyed by people of all
ages and abilities.

Groups or individuals can use this map to locate
checkpoints - marked on the map as numbered
circles, and on the ground as square metal markers
attached to a feature such as a post.
The markers show a matching number,
and a letter code that can be recorded
to show that you have found it.

You can choose the length and difficulty of a
course to suit your ability. No special equipment is
needed to start - such as a compass. Always
remember to turn the map so that what you see on
the map relates to what you see on the ground
around you.
eg line up a track on the map with the track on the
map.

WANT TO KNOWMORE
ABOUT ORIENTEERING?

Nelson Orienteering Club
www.noc.org.nz

www.orienteering.org.nz
and Facebook

COURSE SUGGESTIONS

MAP INFORMATION

Look at the legend to find out what the
colours, lines and symbols mean.
The scale is 1:9000 - which means 10mm
on the map represents 90m on the ground.

This permanent orienteering course was
funded by the
Kaiteriteri Recreation Reserves Board
and established by the
Nelson Orienteering Club.

PERMANENT COURSES

Other permanent courses are situated at
Kaiteriteri Mountain Bike Park
The Botanics
Rabbit Island (maps at the TDC office)
St Arnaud (maps at the DOC Visitor Centre)

Download maps from NOC website


